Abstract-This paper presents a generalization of the hybrid supervised-unsupervised approach to image classification, and an automatic procedure for implementing it with hyperspectral data. Cluster-space representation is introduced in which clustered training data is displayed in a one-dimensional (1-D) cluster-space showing its probability distribution. This representation leads to automatic association of spectral clusters with information classes and the development of a cluster-space classification (CSC). Pixel labeling is undertaken by a combined decision based on its membership of belonging to defined clusters and the clusters' membership of belonging to information classes. The method provides a means of class data separability inspection, visually and quantitatively, regardless of the number of spectral bands used. The class modeling requires only that first degree statistics be estimated; therefore, the number of training samples required can be many fewer than when using Gaussian maximum likelihood (GML) classification. Experiments are presented based on computer generated data and AVIRIS data. The advantages of the method are demonstrated showing improved capacity for data classification.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE space, spectral space, and feature space displays are the principal ways for representing multispectral data [1] . The image space display (brightness values versus pixel coordinates) depicts the spatial variations in an image and is essential for an analyst to understand the imaged site using photointerpretative techniques. However, it can only display three spectral bands of data at a time when a color composite image is to be formed. Spectral space representation (brightness values versus spectral bands for given pixels) provides information for employing spectral matching and science-based data interpretation techniques. However, to inspect covariance and correlation information among the spectral bands, feature space representation (scatter plots) is preferred. The feature space displays pixel spectra as discrete points in a vector space in which the axes correspond to the spectral bands recorded and, in principle, shows data from various ground cover types in groups (clusters) with particular spectral distributions in two dimensions at a time.
A cluster-space data representation is developed in this paper as a further means for visualizing spectral data. It arises from a generalization of the hybrid supervised-unsupervised classification methodology first devised by Fleming et al. [2] ; this generalization renders the method suitable for the analysis of hyperspectral data sets.
Class modeling for hyperspectral data presents challenges in order to make full use of the greater discriminating potential provided by the high spectral resolution. A simple way to describe the data in a class is to use its mean vector. To take class spectral distribution (or spread) into account, a multivariate normal model is often adopted and an ML classification algorithm is applied for analysis. This parametric method has been widely used for multispectral remote sensing data classification, as for example that recorded by the Landsat MSS and TM instruments. The performance of this classification approach largely relies, however, on two factors. One is that the class data must be approximately unimodal. Second, a large enough number of training samples for each class is required in order to obtain reliable statistics estimation. The number of training pixels is usually limited in remote sensing image classification, since training pixel identification is a time-consuming step and can be very costly. When the number of training samples is inadequate, Gaussian maximum likelihood (GML) classification accuracy will not always increase with the number of features used; it starts to decrease when the ratio of the number of training samples to the dimensionality is low. This has been referred to as the Hughes phenomenon [3] , [4] . Usually the number of training samples is adequate for low-dimensional multispectral data (MSS, TM), but is often a significant problem when contemplating the analysis of data from hyperspectral sensors.
The hybrid supervised-unsupervised technique developed by Fleming et al. [2] represents information classes by sets of spectral clusters (subclasses). The spectral classes are derived as unimodal in order to optimize the application of an ML supervised classifier. Unsupervised clustering is performed first, with the clusters then associated with information classes with the aid of visual inspection of bispectral plots [4] . This procedure can reasonably be implemented manually for low-dimensional data. With hyperspectral data, however, it is difficult to identify subclasses since visualization of clusters and reference data in the spectral domain is almost impossible.
A supervised nonparametric classifier [5] designed for multispectral data analysis has been based on class-specific feature-space histograms, that is, plots of the number of training pixels in a given class for each feature space cell. The cell is assigned to the class whose normalized histogram count is the highest. A lookup table (LUT) is then created for labeling unknown data. This classifier treats each cell as a separate decision 0196-2892/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE rule and the real class data distribution shape is used. Therefore, classification accuracy can be improved. However, the number of cells will be too high, and the histograms will be very sparse and flat, for hyperspectral data.
In this paper, the hybrid classification method [2] has been significantly improved by introducing cluster-space classification (CSC). The cluster-space representation [6] , [7] proposed recently has been extended and developed further so that it can be used for associating spectral clusters with corresponding information classes automatically, thus overcoming the manual assignment of clusters and classes in the hybrid approach. Individual probability distributions for each class can be estimated without the need for adopting mathematical models. The estimate of a cluster's membership of belonging to information classes, together with the estimate of a pixel's membership of belonging to the clusters, is used for pixel labeling.
The proposed CSC method also provides a means for class data separability estimation, both visually and quantitatively, regardless of the number of spectral bands used. This separability measure provides useful information in achieving optimal classification.
II. TECHNIQUES
A. Cluster-Space Data Representation
Since an information class is often insufficiently described by a single well-defined grouping in spectral space, it is usually represented by a group of spectral classes (clusters). These clusters are usually generated from a randomly selected heterogeneous subset of image data. In the case of the hybrid methodology adopted by Fleming [2] , the clusters, even though generated from heterogeneous data, are each associated uniquely with a single information class. Such a restriction does not apply in the technique developed here.
Clustering algorithms, such as ISODATA [4] , can be employed to generate spectral clusters. The AutoClass [8] algorithm may also be used in this step, however, it requires a large number of pixels as the input data and the processing time is much longer than that of ISODATA. To ensure adequate data representation with ISODATA, a large number of clusters is usually generated. Training pixels are then labeled into the clusters based on, for example, a Euclidean distance measure. The pixels so labeled can be counted and a normalized histogram can be plotted for the corresponding information class. This graph provides the cluster-space representation of the training data. Details are given below.
Let be a pixel vector of length , which is the number of the spectral bands used. Let there be training pixels for information class . They are Let be the number of clusters which are generated from a set of training samples selected at random over the entire image and, among them, covering all information classes . Let be the resulting number of samples from class which are labeled as cluster ; , is a class histogram. Obviously, (1) To account for the different training set size of each class, we use normalized histograms defined as (2) indicates the probability of finding a pixel of class in cluster . In other words, is an estimated discrete probability distribution for class , where the argument of the distribution is the (discrete) cluster index. The plot of this normalized histogram, versus cluster index , forms a cluster-space data representation, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , based on the simple two-dimensional (2-D) example of Fig. 1(a) . Note that the figure is drawn such that a particular information class can appear in more than one cluster, and each cluster can contain more than one information class.
The advantage of the new representation compared with image space, spectral space and feature space displays is that high-dimensional data have been mapped on a one-dimensional (1-D) cluster-space. It shows how the class data are distributed among the clusters (normally a large number) using a discrete density function in terms of cluster index. The generated distribution function is a critical step for unknown pixel data interpretation as discussed in the following.
B. Cluster Membership of Information Classes and Class Separability Factor
A cluster is identified by its index , . The normalized histogram represents the class conditional probability distribution of class in the clusterspace, i.e.,
. To associate each cluster with the available information classes, we can treat the cluster index as a 1-D variable. Using Bayes' theorem [4] , the likelihood that the correct class is for the value (index) of is given by (3) where is the priori probability of class . This equation satisfies and (4) where is the total number of information classes. Consider the special case when (5) i.e., there is only one nonzero class conditional probability-cluster only belongs to information class , and no other. Then (6) as expected. Some clusters can be pure clusters of one information class, although usually each information class is composed of a group of clusters. Class signatures are then formed based on the associated cluster mean vectors. This multisignature structure generates a flexible and adaptable representation of the class data.
If (5) applies to all the clusters, this is the case of 100% separation. There will be only bars corresponding to the cluster indexes in the cluster-space plots. From (6), we can see that this results in . If (5) and thus (6) do not apply to all the clusters, there is some degree of information class overlap in the cluster space. If all the bars are uniformly distributed over all the clusters for each information class, i.e. then and this is the case of 100% overlap. The degree of separability of the information classes can be measured by the separability factor defined as the ratio of the difference between the real separation and the 0% separation, to the difference between the 100% separation and the 0% separation, which is given as (7) We can see that for the case of 100% overlap and for the case of 100% separation. This measure can be used as a guide for cluster splitting and deletion.
C. Unknown Pixel's Memberships to Clusters
The likelihood that the correct cluster is for an unknown pixel vector , , is also determined using Bayes' theorem. To avoid covariance matrix estimation for each cluster, we assume that all the clusters have a unit spherical distribution and their covariance matrices are unit diagonal. This assumption should be reasonable since each cluster has relatively small variance if a large enough number of clusters is generated. Moreover, the ISODATA algorithm, if used, favors the generation of clusters that are hyperspherical. Therefore, the -dimensional probability distribution function for a cluster is assumed to be (8) where is the Euclidean distance from to the center of cluster .
Thus, the likelihood that is the correct cluster for pixel vector is given by (9) is the priori probability of cluster , which is the relative population in each cluster and is available from the clustering results. Equation (9) satisfies and (10)
D. Unknown Data Labeling Into Classes: Cluster-Space Classification (CSC)
In general, an unknown pixel 's membership of each information class is determined by both the likelihood that each is the correct cluster for pixel vector (9) and the likelihood that is the correct class for the cluster (3) and is given as (11) Note: For the special case when a pixel vector is the same as one of the cluster centers and that cluster is pure subclass of an information class, this equation essentially converges to Fleming's approach. The decision rule becomes if for all (12) Fig. 2 . Histograms of the computer generated data set "multimode." Fig. 3 . Cluster-space representation of the data set "multimode."
Equations (11) and (12) define CSC: it is implemented in the following classification experiments. The computational load of the CSC method presented above is much lower than for GML classification. The only needs to be calculated once for each hyperspectral data set, and this would be done during training. in (9) involves a Euclidean distance calculation. and are then substituted into (11) to evaluate , which requires multiplications and additions. The number of operations increases linearly with increasing number of bands, while the classification time of the GML method increases quadratically [4] .
III. EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments are now presented. Two use computer generated data and the other AVIRIS data.
A. Experiment 1
In the data set of Fig. 2 , Class A is a single mode normal distribution with mean and variance both 100; Class B is two-mode data with mean and variance of 100. This is a most difficult case for simple GML classification [9] . One thousand samples were generated for each class; half were used for training and the rest for testing. This data set is referred as "multimode."
Various numbers of clusters were generated with the ISODATA clustering algorithm using the software package MultiSpec. Fig. 3 shows the cluster-space representation when 19 clusters were used. It can be seen that ten of the 19 clusters are mixed data, i.e., they appear in both information classes. The separability factor SF is 74% for this case. Classification was performed using CSC and the results on training and testing data are plotted in Fig. 4 . While the training data separability and accuracy increases with the number of clusters used, the classification accuracy on testing data reaches a peak value of 76.3% when 34 clusters were used and then starts to drop as . Scatter plot of the data set "nonnorm" and the clusters generated using ISODATA. Fig. 6 . Cluster-space representation of the data set "nonnorm." the result of over training. Here, a problem which is similar to Hughes phenomena is observed.
If a simple GML method were adopted to classify this data set, the classification accuracy would be only 43%.
B. Experiment 2
The performance of cluster space classification is demonstrated further using the computer generated data shown in Fig. 5 , where the two classes are separable in the 2-D feature space, but not with single normal distributions as would be used in simple ML classification. This data set is referred as "nonnorm." This is a case in which GML classification cannot work properly [10] without considering subclasses. Class A and Class B both have 1000 samples. As with the first set of experiments, various numbers of clusters were generated using MultiSpec and they were examined in turn to see how well they represent the data. Fig. 6 shows the cluster space representation for the case of using 18 clusters whose cluster centers are shown in Fig. 5 . As observed, Clusters 11-18 are pure subclasses of Class A, and Clusters 1-10 are pure subclasses of Class B. There is no overlap and the separability factor is 100%. Since the two classes are well separable, increasing the number of clusters to use will always increase the classification accuracy on both training and testing data as shown in Fig. 7 . A classification accuracy of 100% is achieved using CSC, while the GML provides 85%.
C. Experiment 3
AVIRIS data covering an area of mixed agriculture and forestry in northwestern Indiana was used in the following. The data was recorded in June 1992 with 220 bands. Water absorption bands, 104-108 and 150-162, were removed, leaving 202 bands for analysis. Four classes: "soybean," "corn," "grass," and "hay" were selected. The numbers of training pixels are 121, 105, 56, and 95, respectively. The numbers of testing pixels are 156, 75, 60, and 96, respectively. A traditional principal components transformation was applied to the data; the first 40 new features, which contained 99.93% of total variance of the original data, were used for this experiment. Feature reduction using discriminant analysis was not conducted owing to the inadequate number of training samples per class.
Twenty clusters were generated from all the training data treated as one group using the ISODATA technique. The clusterspace representation of the training data is plotted in Fig. 8 . It can be seen from this figure that three clusters, Clusters 2, 4, and 6, are shared with more than one information class. The separability factor is 94%.
The training and testing data have been classified using the CSC method and GML classification. The classification accuracies obtained from the two methods are 96% and 100% on training data, respectively, and 73% and 68% on testing data, respectively. The higher performance of CSC on testing data demonstrates its value to hyperspectral data classification.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The ML classification results in Experiments 1 and 2 have been generated by using just one Gaussian normal distribution per class. While that is often done in practice it yields suboptimal results since appropriate (single mode normal) subclasses have not been identified beforehand. It is the great benefit of Fleming's hybrid approach [4] that suitable subclasses are identified before the ML rule is applied. The same is true of the method developed in this paper. If Fleming's method were properly applied to the data sets of Experiments 1 and 2, then it is expected that results comparable to those shown for the CSC algorithm would have been obtained.
Fleming's approach, however, requires a manual (and unique) assignment of spectral (sub-) classes to information classes, based on visual inspection of bi-spectral plots. Thus, when data dimensionality is high, as in the third experiment, it is difficult to use the Fleming hybrid approach. That is not a limitation with the CSC method, as demonstrated using the imaging spectrometer data set in Experiment 3. Moreover, a large number of clusters can be handled with the CSC method owing to its automation process.
Generally speaking, the more clusters used for data representation the higher the classification performance. However, using too many may add unnecessary computational load and/or introduce the Hughes phenomena.
Cluster-space data representation offers promise as a new means for multispectral and hyperspectral data visualization. It displays data in a 1-D cluster space in which cluster index is the argument. Class distributions (spread) can be easily inspected. More importantly, the separability between the classes can be examined and quantified. Generally, a large number of clusters is required to provide satisfactory separability between the classes. The separability factor can then be used as a measure of whether or not the number of clusters generated is adequate or optimal. The key feature of the cluster space representation is its ability to associate spectral classes with information classes automatically which makes the implementation of hybrid classification methods feasible for hyperspectral data. Also the requirements on training data size can be met relatively easily for hyperspectral data compared with using GML classification. Classification performance can be improved when the data is not suitable for using GML classification.
